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therefore be thoroughly appropriate to the wife of Ptolemy
Epiphanes.     (2)   The copper coins of  Antiochus IV.
Epiphanes, struck in Egypt, present the types of Jupiter
Serapis, of Isis, and of the Syrian  king, as the   Sun.
Jupiter   has   the usual  Greek laureate  head,  with at
the top of the wreath a small plumed cap of Osiris, to
mark Serapis.    Isis has a bust differing only from that
described above in being a bust, not a head, and in the
addition, at the top of the wreath, of a small horned disk
of Isis; the style presents a slight difference, and it may
be remarked that the curl resting on the left shoulder is
seen in this type as well as in types of coins of Cleopatra
which do not bear her name.  As Cleopatra Epiphanes was
sister of Antiochus Epiphanes, nothing is more likely than
that he should have represented her on his coins.   But
are we to suppose that he struck types wholly new ?   If he
had done so, why did he adopt not merely Egyptian subjects
for the obverses,   except in the case of his own head
(represented however in a character sometimes given to
Ptolemy Epiphanes on his coins), but the Egyptian eagle
for the reverse, a needless imitation  of the Egyptian
currency?     There is, therefore, every probability that
the coinage of a Cleopatra was  copied by Antiochus
Epiphanes, and if so, this Cleopatra must have been his
sister.    The time of striking would   then probably be
. during the regency, for it is likely that Antiochus would
have adopted the most recent types.    These arguments
will  gain additional force if we find any evidence that
the  Jupiter   Serapis  type of Antiochus Epiphanes   is
traceable on coins that can be assigned to any earlier
period.    (3) The correspondent types of Antiochus Epi-
phanes are found combined on a remarkable didraeluaci.,
of which two examples have been, examined by
thus describe it:

